
The Enchanted Tree
Trail Stories 



Are you Ready for an
 Adventure?

Hello everybody! Professor Morass here. The
Enchanted Tree Trail is based on drawings and

stories from the local community. 
                                                            

 
 
 
 

This is a collection of some very special stories
that were created by my young friends from the
Hamlet and St. Peters Primary School in Bryn to

help bring the enchanted trail to life. 



I Saw a Fir Tree Native American Indian Folklore “Fire” 

The only way you can escape the queen is to
get a beech leaf to shrink you and then you can
fly. If you get any other type of leaf you will fall.
You know the Wicked Beech Queen likes shells
and gems so you distract her and drop them in
front of her. This gives you enough time to take

her crown and rescue the terrified fairy who
wears a butterfly in her hair. 

 
 

Enchanted Tree Trail Stories
I Saw a Beech Tree Celtic Folklore “Queen”

Wicked Queen Beech
     Legend has it that if you feel the Beech tree you will

be taken to a castle to meet the Wicked Queen. You
will become her slave and you will have to do the

dishes, laundry, scrub the floors, make her bed and
prepare all the meals. 

Fire Breathing Dragon 
Legend has it that if you swipe your hand across the
magical fir tree you will see a massive fire-breathing
dragon. Your job is to stop the dragon from getting to
the treasure chest before you do. You seek out the

help of the sorcerers. 
They offer you the chance to live forever but you

have to steal the dragon’s egg. If you win, you will
never face any dangers or problems for as long as

you live. You will be able to head to safety and
escape. If you fail, fire will spread around you like a

volcano’s splashing lava.



Enchanted Tree Trail Stories

I Saw a Willow Tree - The Fairy Healer

Willow the hidden heart
Legend has it that if you place your hand on

the beautiful, mysterious willow tree, a
magical portal will open and in a blink of an
eye, you would be transported to a land of
fairies. There is a station here, where they

make a potion to heal you.
 
 

 It is known that the bark of a willow tree
takes pain away. Fairy land is guarded by an

old wise man and there is secret
 treasure hidden in a cake. 

Nearby is the Queen of Fairies and the
fairies ask “can you find her?”

I Saw an Ash Tree Viking Folklore “Holder of The Universe”

Travelling to outer space
Legend has it that if you were to whisper to the

ash tree you will be taken into outer space.
Where you ride the stars to travel to planets. 

 At Mars, you need to get the
enchanted sword to defeat the

Moon Man and escape. You get
past the Moon Man on a shooting

star and as you travel back to earth
you feel the clouds and birds. 
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I Saw a Silver Birch -  First Tree After the Ice Age

Wolves of the Silver Birch
Legend has it that if you were to touch the ice-cold silver

birch you would be taken back to the last ice age over 10,000
years ago. There is a massive ice castle and inside there is a

princess sitting on her throne with a wolf by her side. 
She welcomes you, gives you a tour of her castle, shows you

your room and gives you food to eat so you think about
staying and exploring tomorrow. 

As the ice starts to melt the wolves run away.
They roam alongside the first trees, the silver

birch. You have to collect a magical key from a
secret cave. Your reward is that you have the

power to turn into a wolf whenever you want to.

I Saw an Oak Tree King in Celtic Folklore

Kind King Oak
Legend has it that if you were to grab an oak
leaf and a stick then you will be taken to the
King of the Oak Trees. He has been caught

by an army of soldiers. 
 You find him his armour so he can

go into battle. You save the King
who is very grateful. The King of

the Oak Trees grants you freedom
to live with him in his woods where

he will treat you very well. 
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I Saw an Aspen Tree Celtic Folklore “Warrior”

Teleport with Aspen
Legend has it that if you were to swipe your left hand on
the  mysterious and strange aspen tree you will teleport.
Firstly, to 315 million years ago when coal was formed.
There is a lake with a giant swamp monster and a giant

dragonfly that is over a meter big. 
Then you teleport again. There is a battle between the

Celt and Roman warriors over 2,000 years ago. 
The battle has started and you can only get out if you
help the warriors. Celtic shields are made from aspen
wood. If you are seen by the enemy, you will be kept

hostage. You teleport again. You see the moving
mountains of coal spoil of the Three Sisters and you

touch a huge boulder. You are back to today. 

Did you find all of
the Enchanted

Trees?



Other Walks at the Three
Sisters


